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2016 in June 19th, at the Oracle arena, the Cleveland Cavaliers made the team history first championship on the road, Lebron James
and Kyrie Irving the key Hot pot hit that winning a three point ball screen also allows fans to forget, and to celebrate this great enough
to go down in history to win the trip, Nike will launch a special? Lebron? & Kyrie "FOUR WINS"? The championship Commemorative
Set, this combination contains eight pairs of shoes, 221 groups, respectively, with the Cavaliers winning streak of GAME 3, GAME 5,
GAME 6, GAME 7 and two people will be named in the game highlighted symbols and patterns and other diversified through time the
details of the show on the basis of various colors, to commemorate this summer brought us shocked and moved. two shoes, four
chapters, a champion of the city.applause, champagne, ecstasy, tears, and holding plate...... The June 19, 2016's Stadium, the
Cavaliers celebrate their history of the first Obrien trophy drunkenly, the field of media lens and screen outside the fans to witness the
winning moment. epic chapter written by excellent athletes, excellent athletes need outstanding sports equipment to help themselves
to improve the performance of the field. In LeBron Soldier X, Nike in the revolutionary band system to replace the traditional shoes,
more firmly locked on feet at the same time to create integrated configuration, create excellent fit with the supporting effect. These
innovations and design, to help James LeBron in the world's highest intensity of the game against the world's highest strength. In
addition, the powerful explosive force before the back Zoom Air air cushion is enough to match the LeBron James. Irving Kyrie
wearing his second generation of signature shoes KYRIE 2 stand on the stage of the finals. In view of the high dribbling skills and
quick step breakthrough technology, KYRIE 2 Zoom Air not only uses the heel cushion as well as the unique oblique band, more
creative use of the bottom surface of the bending structure, through the outer bottom side turned to the shoe body, to ensure that the
Kyrie to Irving in the process of rapid change, shoes can provide the necessary grip and stability, at the same time with the circular
texture as a fulcrum, meet the Kyrie Irving full range of attack mode. ; Game 3 HOMECOMING guard homeA review of the GAME 3,
the Cavaliers have to record 2:0 behind the warriors, this war in the knight home court game is very important, let the warriors draw or
to win? Lebron and Irving Kyrie with the performance to prove that since:
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